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Let f be an entire function and zk(f) (k 1,2,... be the zeros off. Inequalities for
the sums

lZk(f)l-’ (y 1,2,...)
k=l

are derived. Under some restrictions they improve the Hadamard theorem.
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1. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT

Consider an entire function of the form

oo akAkf(A) E (k!)’rk=O
(AC, ao 1, 7>-0) (1)

with complex, in general, coefficients. Assume that

Of =_ lakl2 < oo. (2)
k=l
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If 7 0, i.e.,

f(A) EakAk(ao 1)
k=0

then condition (2) is always fulfilled. If 7 > 0, then under (2), fhas the
finite order.

Everywhere below {zk(f))km=l (m <_ oo) is the set of all the zeros of
f taken with their multiplicities and numerated in the following way:

Izk(f)l IZk+(f)l (k 1,... ,m- 1).

Since a0 1, we have zk(f) 0 (k 1,2,..., m). The aim of the pre-
sent paper is to prove the following

THEOREM 1 Let f be an entire function of the form (1). Then under
condition (2), the inequalities

O: + E(k + l)-7 (j 1,2,..., m) (3)
k=l k=l

are valid.

The proof of this theorem is presented below.
In particular, if in (1) 7 O, then Theorem 1 yields

i

E Izk(f)[-1 <- Of +j (j 1,2,... ,m)
k=l

As it is shown below, under some restriction, Theorem improves the
Hadamard theorem, cf. (Levin, 1996, p. 18).

2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1

To prove Theorem 1, for a natural n > 2 consider the polynomial

akAn-k
k=O (k!) (4)
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with the zeros zk(pn) taken with their multiplicities and ordered in the
following way:

Izk(p)l >_ IZk+(p)l (k 1,..., n).

Set

8(p) :_ lal2
k=l

LEMMA 2 The zeros ofpn satisfy the inequalities

and

lz(p.)l _< O(p.) + (lc / I)-k=l k=l
(j 1,...,n- 1).

n n-1

Y] Iz(p.)l <_ O(pn) / y’](k + I)-,
k--1 k=l

Proof Introduce the n n-matrix

--al --a2 --a3 --an-1 --an
1/27 0 0 0 0
0 1/37 0 0 0

0 0 0 l/dr 0

The direct calculations show that pn(A)= det (Bn-A/n) (A E C), where
In is the unit matrix. So

Zk(Pn) /k(Bn) (5)

where Ak(B) (k 1,..., n) mean the eigenvalues of an n x n-matrix B
with their multiplicities. Due to the Weil theorem (Marcus and Mine,
1964, Section II.4.2),

IA(B,)I _< s(B.) (j 1,...,n) (6)
k=l k=l
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where Sk(B) denote the singular numbers of an n x n-matrix B:

S2k(B) Ak(BB*) (k 1,...,n),

ordered in the decree/sing way. Here and below the asterisk means the
adjointncss. Obviously, Bn D+ C, where

0 --al --a2 --an
C= 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

and

0 0 0 0
1/27 0 0 0
0 1/37 0 0

0 0 0 1/n

Clearly,

CC*

O2(p.) 0 0 0
o 00...0
0 00...0

0 0 0 0

and

DD*

0 0 0 0 0
0 1/227 0 0 0
0 0 1/327 0 0

0 0 0 0 1/n

Since the diagonal entries of diagonal matrices are the eigcnvalues,
we can write out

s(C) O(p,), sk(C) 0 (k 2,...,n).

In addition,

s(D)= l/(k + l)7 (k=l,...,n-1), sn(D)=O.
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Take into account that

J J J J

k=l k=l k=l /=1

cf. (Gohberg and Krein, 1969, Lemma II.4.2). So

J J

Esk(Bn) <_ O(pn) + E(k + 1)-k=l k=l
(j= 1,...,n- 1)

and

n n-I

Esk(Bn) <_ O(pn) + E(k + 1)-7.
k=l k=l

Now (5) and (6) yield the required result.

Proof of Theorem 1 Consider the polynomial

anznqn(Z) + alz +"" + (2 _< n <

with the zeros zk(qn) ordered in the following way:

Iz(q,)l _< IZ+l(q,)l (k < n- 1).

With a fixed k < n and z zk(q,,), we get

n

qn(Z) znE a
k=O zn-k(k!)7

Oo

Hence,

z-’(qn) zk(Pn) (k 1,...,n)

where Pn is defined by (4). Now Lemma 2 yields the inequalities

J J J
Izk(q,,)l- <_ O(p,,) + _(k + 1)-7 < O/+ E(k + 1)-7

k=l k=l k=l

(j 1,...,n- 1). (7)
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But the zeros of entire functions continuously depend on its co-
efficients So for any fixed natural j <_ m,

J J

k=l k=l

as n oo. Now (7) implies the required result.

3. APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM 1

Put

n=0+2-7 and =(k+l)-’r (k=2,3,...).

The well-known Lemma II.3.4 (Gohberg and Krein, 1969) and
Theorem 1 imply

COROLLARY 3 Let qb(t) (0 <_ < cx) be a convex scalar-valuedfunction,
such that qb(O)= O. Then under (2) the inequalities

J J

E k(lzk(f)l-) < E ff() (J 1,2,...,m)
k=l k=l

are valid. In particular, for any real r > 1,

J J J
Iz(f)l-’ _< (oy + 2-’r) + E(k + I) -’r (j 2,... ,m).

k=l k=l k=2

(8)

Assume that the conditions

r-y>l and r>l (9)

hold. Then the series

E (0/+ 2-’r) + E(k + 1)-r’r (0/+ 2-) + (’7r) 1 2-r’
k=l k=2

converges. Here (.) is the Riemann zeta-function. Now relation (8)
yields
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COROLLARY 4 Under the conditions (2), (9) and m o, the inequality

Izk(f)l-" <_ (0 + 2-7) + ((Tr) 1 2-’r’ (10)
k=l

is valid. In particular, if,, > 1 and m o, then

lzk(f)l- <_ 0 + (r)- 1. (11)
k=l

This corollary under condition (9) improves the above mentioned
Hadamard theorem, since it not only asserts the convergence of the
series in the left hand parts of (10) and (11), but gives us the estimate
for the sums of the zeros.

Consider now a positive scalar-valued function (tl, t2,...,
(j < m) defined on the domain

O <_ tj <_ tj_l <_ t2 <_ t < 0

and satisfying

0
Ot--’ > 2 > > N >0 for tl > t2 > > tj. (12)

Then Theorem and the well-known Lemma 11.3.5 (Gohberg and
Krein, 1969) yield.

COROLLARY 5 Under conditions (2) and (12), the inequality

(Iz (f)l-, Iz=(f)l-,..., Izy(f) -) _< (,,...,)
is valid.

In particular, let {dk}kl be a decreasing sequence of non-negative
numbers. Take

J
(tl, t2,..., ty) Z dkty.

k=l

Then Corollary 5 yields

J
ydklzk(:)l-k=l

J J
<- Z "rkdk d, Of +Zdk(k + 1)-k=l k=2

(j 2,... ,m). (13)
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For instance, let 0 < 7 < 1. Take dk=(k+ 1)--+7 with an arbitrary
positive e. Then

E(k + 1)-’-+71zk(f)l- < 2--+0/+ E(k + 1)-’-
k=l k=l

Hence, with rn oo we get.

E(k + 1)-’-+’lzk(f)l- < 2--e+0 + (1 + e) 1.

Take 7 0. Then relation (13) yields

dk[Zk(f)[ -1 <_ dO/+ydk (j 2, 3,...).
k=l k=2

Assume that

d 1, a _= d < oo(dk+ < dk). (14)
k=2

COROLLARY 6 Let in (1) 7 0 and the set ofzeros offbe infinite. Then
under assumption (14), the inequality

dk]Zk(f)[- <_ Of + a (15)
k--1

is valid.

In particular, taking in (15) dk k-2, with 7 0 we get

k-2[zk(f)[- <_ Of + (2) 1.
k=l

If 7 0 and dk 21 -k, then inequality (15) implies

oo 1
2

2klzk(f) -< Of + 1.
k=l
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